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第一部份 詞彙以及片語
1. In an attempt to _________ the wealth gap between the rich and poor, the Taiwanese government will roll out a luxury tax.
(A) increase (B)reduce (C)amplify (D) condense
2. On April 29th, 2011, all eyes were on London when His Royal Highness Prince William of Wales tied the _________ with
his fiancée, Catherine Middleton.
(A) relation (B)bond (C)contract (D)knot
3. The Dragon Boat Festival actually began as a time for _________ bad fortune and diseases.
(A) getting rid of (B)getting hold of (C)getting away (D)getting across
4. Japan faced a potential _________ yesterday after a quake-crippled nuclear power plant exploded and sent low levels of
radiation floating toward Tokyo.
(A) accident (B)eruption (C)catastrophe (D)exposure
5. Minister of Foreign Affairs yesterday sent a letter saying the government had lifted all the recent _________ imposed on
Filipinos seeking employment in Taiwan.
(A)agreements (B)restrictions (C)contentions (D)implications
6. In March, a(an) _________ earthquake and tsunami left much of the northern part of Japan’s Honshu Island in ruins.
(A) devastating (B)opposing (C)manipulating (D)uplifting
7. Officials said that the venue had passed safety _________ and that its fire escapes all met standard regulations.
(A) inspections (B)inquiries (C)explorations (D)searches
8. Despite the two nations’ _________ over the Mideast peace process, Obama stressed the importance of presenting a united
front.
(A) unity (B)similarities (C)differences (D)consent
9. Activists have been camped out for nearly two weeks as part of nationwide _________ to protest high unemployment.
(A) presentations (B)demonstrations (C)shows (D)examinations
10. People realized that they could have more control over their lives, more religious freedom, less _________.
(A) satisfaction (B)righteousness (C)injustice (D)wealth
11. The Zuck discussed Facebook’s role in the Arab Spring and argued against Internet _________ proposed by French
President.
(A) freedom (B)commandments (C)support (D)regulations
12. One paragon of energy _________ is the New York Times Building in Manhattan, where energy costs are 40 percent lower
than in conventionally equipped buildings.
(A) efficiency (B)luxury (C)extravagance (D)prudence
13. Droughts, floods, hoarding, and drops in exports have all _________ to a global shortage of food.
(A)participated (B)excused (C)became (D)contributed
14. In the film The Reader, so much is made of the deep shame of _________—Hanna’s inability to read and write.
(A)literacy (B)artlessness (C)illiteracy (D)disgrace
15. Scientists believe that animals may be able to sense the changes in the Earth’s magnetic field that _________ geological
events.
(A)strike (B)precede (C)interpret (D)promote
16. The only protection for _________ animals is that farmers must leave 20 percent of their land in a natural state.
(A) endangered (B)determined (C)established (D)engendered

＜背面尚有題目＞

17. The assistant manager paid her a high _________ by saying that she was the most efficient employee in the office.
(A)specialty (B)process (C)evaluation (D)compliment
18. Laura Wingfield is like a piece of her own glass collection, too exquisitely _________ to move from the shelf.
(A) fragile (B)stout (C)weak (D)dainty
19. Shakespeare’s audience would have recognized Hamlet as a revenge _________.
(A) comedy (B)sitcom (C)tragedy (D)opera
20. Tennessee Williams battled alcoholism, drug _________, and mental illness through much of his life.
(A) abuse (B)usage (C)dosage (D)intake
第二部份 文法結構題
21. In order to avoid a late fee, the outstanding bill must _________ by the end of the week.
(A) pay (B)be paying (C)have paid (D)be paid
22. The audience _________ watched the blind pianist perform applauded loudly at the end of the concert.
(A) who (B)when (C)whom (D)where
23. If the photos submitted do not meet the requirements, we _________ unable to issue a new pass.
(A) are not (B)will be (C)were (D)can’t
24. _________ newly-hired accountant must receive training before he or she is allowed to work in financial systems.
(A) All (B)Each (C)Few (D)Most
25. The guest speaker pointed out some bright ideas for _________ introducing change in the workplace.
(A) succeed (B)successful (C)success (D)successfully
26. Although rules have been made to discourage the use of cell phones inside the library, _________ effectiveness remains
limited.
(A) they (B)their (C)them (D)themselves
27. John Fitzgerald Kennedy, president of the United States, was assassinated _________ November 22, 1963.
(A) for (B)in (C)on (D)at
28. The new PlayStation didn’t sell _________ the old one because it’s not as exciting.
(A) as well as (B)as better (C)better like (D)as good as
29. _________ all the candidates applying for the job, Ms. Lee appears to be the most promising.
(A) Between (B)For (C)Of (D)On
30. These flyers _________ to the crowd by the part-time workers tomorrow.
(A) is distributed (B)will distribute (C)is distributing

(D)will be distributed

第三部份 段落填空
Not every rite of passage is the (31)_________. In fact, they can take a wide (32)_________ of forms. The Bat Mitzvah, a
famous rite of passage (33)_________ by followers of Judaism when boys turn 13 and when girls turn 12, (34)_________ lots
of singing and dancing. In the United States, girls sometimes have a “sweet sixteen” party on their sixteenth birthday. This
tradition has become so popular (35)_________ that it spawned a television show on MTV called My Super Sweet 16.
31. (A)different (B)same (C)one (D)alike
32. (A)similarity (B)variety (C)unity (D)monotony
33. (A)undertaken (B)undertakes (C)is undertaken (D)is undertaking
34. (A)unites (B)describes (C)incorporates (D)illuminates
35. (A)late (B)later (C)latest (D)lately
The year 1774 was pivotal in the history of the United States. It marked the beginning of the Revolutionary War, which
(36)_________ 13 years and claimed thousands of lives. Fighting (37)_________ the British, the Americans had to rely on
individual citizens because they did not have a well-organized army. As farmers and hunters, many citizens already owned
guns. These rifles proved (38)_________ in defeating the British. After the war, citizens were (39)_________ to give up their
rifles as they feared future invasions. Times have changed, however. The United States has one of the (40)_________ military
forces in the world, and Americans are no longer called upon to use their own weapons in the military.
36. (A)lasted (B)ended (C)spent (D)cost
37. (A)behind (B)against (C)for (D)along
38. (A)unnecessary (B)useless (C)indispensable (D)unbelievable
39. (A)compliant (B)willing (C)nonchalant (D)reluctant
40. (A)largest (B)large (C)larger (D)most large

